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1. Introduction 
To silicon-based photonic devices, much attention has 

been paid in the last decade because of their compactness 
and compatibility with CMOS process that enable to 
integrate a large number of photonic components as well as 
electronic components. A 2  2 optical switch based on 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is one of fundamental 
components in the photonic circuits, and is required to have 
wavelength-insensitive characteristics in wave-
length-division multiplexing (WDM) systems. A conven-
tional MZI switch using directional couplers (DCs) for 
3-dB power splitting, however, depends largely on wave-
length due to the wavelength dependence of the 3-dB DCs. 
A wavelength-insensitive coupler (WINC) based on MZI 
configuration has been reported in a SiO2-based waveguide 
[1]. Broadband MZI switches using WINCs have also been 
demonstrated in SiO2-based waveguides [2, 3] and in a Si 
rib waveguide [4]. 

In this work, we design a 3-dB WINC using a Si wire 
waveguide. We numerically estimate wavelength de-
pendence of the designed WINC, and compare it with those 
of a DC and a multimode interference (MMI) coupler. We 
also estimate and compare wavelength dependences of MZI 
switches using DCs, MMI couplers, and WINCs. 
 

2. Design of 3-dB DC, MMI coupler, and WINC  

We designed 3-dB couplers for TE-like mode at an op-
erating wavelength of 1.55 μm. The waveguide consists of 
a Si core with 420 nm  220 nm cross-section and SiO2 
cladding. The refractive indices of Si and SiO2 were set to 
be 3.478 and 1.444, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates sche-
matic views of the designed DC, MMI coupler, and WINC. 
The bend radius and the waveguide gap in the DC were set 
to be 10 μm and 250 nm, respectively. The MMI coupler 

has tapered inputs and outputs for reduction of the insertion 
loss. The width of MMI region was chosen to be 2.7 μm. 
The WINC is based on an asymmetric MZI configuration 
using two DCs with different coupling lengths. 

The device characteristics were calculated by fi-
nite-difference time-domain method, beam-propagation 
method (RSoft Design Group; FullWAVE, BeamPROP), 
and theoretical formulas. The wavelength dependences of 
transmittance for DC, MMI coupler, and WINC are shown 
in Fig. 2. Solid and dashed curves show transmittances of 
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Fig. 1  Schematic views of (a) DC, (b) MMI coupler, and (c) 
WINC. 
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Fig. 2  Wavelength dependences of (a) DC, (b) MMI coupler, 
and (c) WINC. 
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the bar and cross ports, respectively. The transmittance 
difference between two ports in the DC increases rapidly as 
the wavelength shifts from the designed value, which is 
also explained theoretically. As for the 3-dB MMI coupler, 
the small imbalance in transmittance between two ports is 
obtained in the wavelength range of 1.5 to 1.6 μm, though 
the total transmission decreases gradually with the wave-
length shift from the center. The transmittances of both 
ports in the 3-dB WINC remain to be about 50% in the 
wavelength range of 1.5 to 1.6 μm. 
 

3. Characteristics of MZI Switches using DCs, MMI 
couplers, and WINCs 

The designed symmetric MZI switches using the 3-dB 
DCs, MMI couplers, and WINCs are depicted in Fig. 3. 
The MZI switch using DCs or MMI couplers has one phase 
shifter in the arm, whereas the MZI switch using WINCs 
has three phase shifters for constructing tunable WINCs. 
The wavelength dependences of the MZI switches are cal-
culated by transfer matrix method. The calculated wave-
length dependences of the MZI switches for “off” and “on” 
states of the phase shifters are shown by dashed and solid 
curves in Fig. 4, respectively. The insertion loss for “off” 
state of the MZI switch using DCs increases gradually with 
the wavelength shift from the center, whereas the insertion 
loss for both states of the MZI switch using MMI couplers 
increases rapidly with the wavelength shift from the center. 
Bandwidths for crosstalk level lower than –30 dB are esti-
mated to be 7 nm, >100 nm, and >100 nm for “off” state in 
the MZI switches using DCs, MMI couplers, and WINCs, 
respectively. The low-crosstalk bandwidths for “on” state 
are estimated to be 30 nm, 30 nm, and >100 nm in the MZI 
switches using DCs, MMI couplers, and WINCs, respec-
tively. The broad low-crosstalk bandwidth for both states in 
the MZI switch with WINCs are achieved by adjustment of 
phase shifters in WINCs, though the MZI switch with tun-
able WINCs requires higher power consumption. 
 

4. Conclusions 
We designed MZI switches using DCs, MMI couplers, 

and WINCs with Si wire waveguides for realization of 
broadband operation. We numerically calculated and com-
pared the wavelength dependences of the MZI switches. 
Experimental work is now under study. 
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Fig. 4  Wavelength dependences of MZI switches using (a) DCs, 
(b) MMI couplers, and (c) tunable WINCs. 
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Fig. 3  Schematic views of MZI switches using (a) DCs, (b) 
MMI couplers, and (c) tunable WINCs 
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